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Abstract. There are conflicting reports over whether multiple indepen-
dent runs of genetic algorithms (GAs) with small populations can reach
solutions of higher quality or can find acceptable solutions faster than
a single run with a large population. This paper investigates this ques-
tion analytically using two approaches. First, the analysis assumes that
there is a certain fixed amount of computational resources available, and
identifies the conditions under which it is advantageous to use multiple
small runs. The second approach does not constrain the total cost and
examines whether multiple properly-sized independent runs can reach
the optimal solution faster than a single run. Although this paper is lim-
ited to additively-separable functions, it may be applicable to the larger
class of nearly decomposable functions of interest to many GA users. The
results suggest that, in most cases under the constant cost constraint, a
single run with the largest population possible reaches a better solution
than multiple independent runs. Similarly, a single large run reaches the
global faster than multiple small runs. The findings are validated with
experiments on functions of varying difficulty.

1 Introduction

Suppose that we are given a fixed number of function evaluations to solve a
particular problem with a genetic algorithm (GA). How should we use these
evaluations to maximize the expected quality of the solution? One possibility
would be to use all the evaluations in a single run of the GA with the largest
population possible. This approach seems plausible, because it is well known
that, in general, the solution quality improves with larger populations. Alterna-
tively, we could use a smaller population and run the GA multiple times, keeping
the best solution found by the different runs. Although the quality per run is
expected to decrease, we would have more chances of reaching a good solution.

This paper examines the tradeoff between increasing the likelihood of success
of a single run vs. using more trials to reach the goal. The first objective is to
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determine what configuration reaches solutions with the highest quality. The pa-
per also examines the question of single vs. multiple runs removing the constant
cost constraint. The objective in this case is to determine what configuration
reaches the solution faster.

It would be desirable to find that multiple runs are advantageous, because
they could be executed concurrently on different processors. Multiple indepen-
dent runs are a special case of island-model parallel GAs, and have been studied
in that context before with conflicting and controversial results [1,2,3,4,5]. Some
results suggest that multiple runs can reach solutions of similar or better quality
than a single run in a shorter time, which implies that superlinear speedups are
possible.

Most of the previous work on this topic has been experimental, which makes
it difficult to identify the problem characteristics that give an advantage to
multiple runs. Instead of trying to analyze experimental results from a set of
arbitrarily-chosen problems, we use simple mathematical models and consider
only additively separable functions. The paper clearly shows when one approach
can be superior, and reveals that, for the functions considered, multiple runs are
preferable only in conditions of limited practical value.

The paper also considers the extreme case when multiple runs with a single
individual—which are equivalent to random search—are better in terms of ex-
pected solution quality than a single GA. Although it is known than in some
problems random search must be better than GAs [6], it is not clear on what
problems this occurs. This paper sheds some light on this topic.

The next section summarizes related work on this area. The gambler’s ruin
(GR) model [7] is summarized in section 3 and extended to multiple independent
runs in section 4. Section 5 presents experiments that validate the accuracy of
the models. Section 6 lifts the total cost constraint and discusses multiple short
runs. Finally, section 7 presents a summary and the conclusions.

2 Related Work

Since multiple runs can be executed in parallel, they have been considered by
researchers working with parallel GAs. Tanese [1] found that, in some problems,
the best overall solution found in any generation by multiple isolated populations
was at least as good as the solution found by a single run. Similarly, multiple
populations showed an advantage when she compared the best individual in the
final generation. However, when she compared the average population quality at
the end of the experiments, the single runs seemed beneficial.

Other studies also suggest that multiple isolated runs can be advantageous.
For example, Shonkwiler [2] used a Markov chain model to argue that multiple
small independent GAs can reach the global solution using fewer function eval-
uations than a single GA. He suggested that superlinear parallel speedups are
possible if the populations are executed concurrently on a parallel computer.

Nakano, Davidor, and Yamada [8] proved that, under the fixed cost con-
straint, there is an optimal population size and corresponding run count that
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maximizes the chances of reaching a solution of certain quality, if the single-run
success probability increases with larger populations until it reaches a saturation
point (less than 1). The method used in the current paper can be used to find
this optimum, but a numerical optimization would be required, because efforts
to characterize the optimal configuration in closed form have been unsuccessful.

Cantú-Paz and Goldberg [3] compared multiple isolated runs against a single
run that reaches a solution of the same expected quality. They determined that—
even without a fixed time constraint—the savings on execution time seemed
marginal when compared against a single GA, and recommended against using
isolated runs. The findings in the present paper, however, show that with the
cost constraint there are some cases where multiple runs are advantageous.

Recently, Fuchs [4] and Fernández et al. [5] studied empirically multiple iso-
lated runs of genetic programming. They found that in some cases it is advanta-
geous to use multiple small runs. Luke [9] studied the tradeoff between executing
a single run for many generations or using multiple shorter runs to find solutions
of higher quality given a fixed amount of time. In two out of three problems, his
experiments showed that multiple short runs were preferable.

There have been several attempts to characterize the problems in which GAs
perform better than other methods [10,11]. However, without relating the per-
formance of the algorithms to properties of the problems it is difficult to make
predictions and recommendations for unseen problems, even if they belong to
the same class. This paper identifies cases where random search reaches better
solutions based on properties that describe the difficulty of the problems.

3 The Gambler’s Ruin Model

It is common in GAs to encode the variables of the problem using a finite alpha-
bet Σ. A schema is a string over Σ ∪ {∗} that represents the set of individuals
that have a fixed symbol F ∈ Σ in exactly the same positions as the schema.
The ∗ is a “don’t care” symbol that matches anything. For example, in a domain
that uses 10-bit binary strings, the individuals that start with 1 and have a 0 in
the second position are represented by the schema 10 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗.

The number k of fixed positions in a schema is its order. Low-order highly-fit
schemata are sometimes called building blocks (BBs) [12]. Following Harik et
al. [7], we refer to the lowest-order schema that consistently leads to the global
optimum as the correct BB. In this view, the correct BB must (1) match the
global optimum and (2) have the highest average fitness of all the schemata in
the same partition. All other schemata in the partition are labeled as incorrect.

Harik, Cantú-Paz, Goldberg, and Miller [7] modeled selection in GAs as a
biased random walk. The number of copies of the correct BB in a population
of size n is represented by the position, x, of a particle on a one-dimensional
space. Absorbing barriers at x = 0 and x = n bound the space, and represent
ultimate convergence to the wrong and to the right solutions, respectively. The
initial position of the particle, x0, is the number of copies of the correct BB in
the initial population.
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At each step of the random walk there is a probability, p, of obtaining one
additional copy of the correct BB. This probability depends on the problem that
the GA is facing, and Goldberg et al. [13] showed how to calculate it for functions
composed of m uniformly-scaled subfunctions. The probability that a particle
will eventually be captured by the absorbing barrier at x = n is [14]

Pbb(x0, n) =
1 −

(
q
p

)x0

1 −
(

q
p

)n (1)

where q = 1 − p. Therefore, the expected probability of success is

Ps(n) =
n∑

x0=0

P0(x0) · Pbb(x0, n), (2)

where P0(x0) =
(

n
x0

) (
1

χk

)x0
(
1 − 1

χk

)n−x0

is the probability of having exactly
x0 correct BBs in the initial population, and χ = |Σ| is the cardinality of Σ.

The GR model makes several assumptions, but it has been shown that it
accurately predicts the solution quality of artificial and real-world problems [7,
15]. For details, the reader is referred to the paper by Harik et al. [7], but one as-
sumption affects the experiments in this paper: Having absorbing walls bounding
the random walk implicitly assumes that mutation and crossover do not create
or destroy BBs. The only source of BBs is the random initialization of the pop-
ulation. This is why the experiments described below do not use mutation.

4 Multiple Small Runs

We measure the quality, Q, of the solution as the number of partitions that
converge to the correct BBs. The probability that one partition converges cor-
rectly is given by the GR model, Ps(n) (Equation 2). For convenience, we use
P1 = Ps(n1) to denote the probability that a partition converges correctly in one
run with population size n1 and Pr = Ps(nr) for the probability that a partition
converges correctly in one of the multiple runs with a population size nr.

4.1 Solution Quality

Under the assumption that the m partitions are independent, the quality has
a binomial distribution with parameters m and Ps(n). Therefore, the expected
solution quality of a single run is E(Q) = mPs(n). Of course, some runs will
reach better solutions than others, and when we use multiple runs we consider
that the problem is solved when one of them finds a solution of the desired
quality. Let Qr:r denote the quality of the best solution found by r runs of size
nr. We are interested in its expected value, which can be calculated as [16]

E(Qr:r) =
m−1∑
x=0

1 − F r(x), (3)
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where F (x) = P (Q ≤ x) =
∑x

j=0

(
m
j

)
P j

r (1 − Pr)m−j is the cumulative distri-
bution function of the solution quality. Unfortunately, there is no closed-form
expression for the means of maximal order statistics of binomial distributions.
However, there are approximations for the extreme order statistics of the Gaus-
sian distribution, and we can use them to make some progress in our analysis.
We can approximate the binomial distribution of the quality with a Gaussian,
and normalize the number of correct partitions by subtracting the mean and di-
viding by the standard deviation: Zr:r = Qr:r−mPr√

mPr(1−Pr)
. Let µr:r = E(Zr:r) denote

the expected value of Zr:r. We can approximate the expected value of the best
quality in r runs as

E(Qr:r) ≈ mPr + µr:r
√

mPr(1 − Pr). (4)

If there are no restrictions on the total cost, adding more runs to an experiment
results in a higher quality. The problem is that µr:r increases very slowly as more
runs are used: µr:r ≈

√√
2 ln r. Therefore, the increase in quality is marginal,

and multiple isolated runs seem unappealing [20].
However, the situation may be different if the total cost is constrained. Equa-

tion 4 shows an interesting tradeoff: µr:r grows as r increases, but Pr decreases
because the population size per run must decrease to keep the cost constant. Mul-
tiple runs would perform better than a single one if the quality degradation is not
too pronounced. In fact, the tradeoff suggests that there is an optimal number
of runs and population size that maximize the expected quality. Unfortunately,
we cannot obtain a closed-form expression for these optimal parameters.

The quality reached by multiple runs is better than one run if

mPr + µr:rσr > mP1, (5)

where σr =
√

mPr(1 − Pr). We can bound the standard deviation as σr =
0.5

√
m to obtain an upper bound on the quality of the multiple runs. Substituting

this bound into the inequality above, dividing by m, and rearranging we obtain
µr:r

2
√

m
> P1 − Pr. (6)

This equation shows that multiple runs are more likely to be beneficial on short
problems (small m), everything else being equal. This is bad news for the case
of multiple runs, because interesting problems in practice may be very long.

The equation above also shows that multiple runs can be advantageous if the
difference between the solution qualities is small. This may happen at very small
population sizes where the quality is very poor, even for a single run. This case
is not very interesting, because normally we want to find high-quality solutions.
However, the difference is also small when the quality does not improve much
after a critical population size. This is the case that Nakano et al. [8] examined,
and represents an interesting possibility where multiple runs can be beneficial.
The optimum population size is probably near the point where there is no further
improvement: Using a larger population would be a waste of resources, which
would be better used in multiple runs to increase the chance of success.
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4.2 Models of Convergence Time

We can write the fixed number of function evaluations that are available as

T = rgnr, (7)

where g is the domain-dependent number of generations until the population
converges to a unique value, r is the number of independent runs, and nr is the
population size of each run. GAs are often stopped after a fixed number of gener-
ations, with the assumption that they have converged by then. In the remainder
we assume that the generations until convergence are constant. Therefore, to
maintain a fixed total cost, the population size of each of the multiple runs must
be nr = n1/r, where n1 denotes the population size that a single run would use.

Assuming that g is constant may be an oversimplification, since it has been
shown that the convergence time depends on factors such as the population size
and the selection intensity, I. For example, under some conditions, the genera-
tions until convergence are given by g ≈ π

2

√
n

I [17]. In general, if the generations
until convergence are given by the power-law model g = κnθ, the population size
of each of the multiple runs would have to be nr = n1/r1/(θ+1) to keep the total
cost constant (e.g., in the previous equation, θ = 1/2 and nr would be n1/r2/3).
This form of nr would give an advantage to the multiple runs, because their
sizes (and the quality of their solutions) would not decrease as much as with the
constant g assumption, so this assumption is a conservative one.

4.3 Random Search

Using all the available computation time in one run with a large population
is clearly one extreme. The other extreme are multiple runs with the smallest
population, which is one individual. The latter case is equivalent to random
search, because there is no evolution possible (we are assuming no mutation).
The models above account for the two extreme cases. When the population size
is one, Pr = 1

χk , because only one term in equation 2 is different from zero. The
quality of the best solution found by r runs of size one can be calculated with
equation 3.1

To identify when random search can outperform a GA, we calculated the
expected solution quality using equation 3 varying the order of the BBs, k, and
the number of runs. The next section will define the functions used in these
calculations; for now we only need to know that k varied. Figure 1 shows the
ratio of the quality obtained by random search over the quality found by a
simple GA with a population size of n1 = r. Values over 1 indicate that multiple
runs perform better. The figure shows that random search has an advantage as
the problems become harder (with longer BBs). However, this peculiar behavior
occurs only at extremely low population sizes, where the solution quality is so low
1 Taking Qr:r = m[1− (1− 1

χk )r] may seem tempting, but it greatly overestimates the
true quality. This calculation implicitly assumes that the final solution is formed by
correct BBs that may have been obtained in different runs.
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Fig. 1. Ratio of the quality of multiple runs of size 1 (random search) vs. a single run
varying the order of the BBs and the number of runs.

that it is of no practical importance. When we increase the population size (and
the number of random search trials), the GA moves ahead of random search.

These results suggest that superlinear speedups can be obtained if random
trials are executed in parallel and the simple GA is used as the base case. Inter-
estingly, Shonkwiler [2] used very small population sizes (≈ 2 individuals) and
at least two of his functions are easily solvable by random search.

5 Experiments

The GA in the experiments used pairwise tournament selection without replace-
ment, one-point crossover with probability 1, and no mutation. All the results
presented in this section are the average of 200 trials.

The first function is the one-max function with a length of m = 25 bits.
We varied the population size nr from 2 to 50 individuals. For each population
size, we varied the number of runs from 1 to 8 and recorded the quality of the
best solution found in any of the runs, Qr:r. Figure 2 shows the ratio of Qr:r
over the quality Q1 that a GA with a population size n1 = rnr reached. The
experiments match the predictions well, and in all cases the larger single runs
reached solutions of better quality than the multiple smaller runs.

To illustrate that multiple runs are more beneficial when m is small, we
conducted experiments varying the length of the problem to m = 100 and m =
400 bits. The population size per run was fixed at nr = 10, and the number of
runs varied from 1 to 8. The results in figure 3 clearly show that as the problems
become longer, the single large runs find better solutions than the multiple runs.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of the quality of multiple runs vs. a single run for the one-max with
m = 25 bits.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the quality of multiple runs vs. a single run varying the problem size.

The next two test functions are formed by adding fully-deceptive trap func-
tions [18]. The order-k traps are defined as

f
(k)
dec(u) =

{
k − u − 1 if u < k,

k if u = k.
(8)

Two deceptive test function were formed by concatenating m = 25 copies of
f

(3)
dec and f

(4)
dec. Figures 4 and 5 show the ratio Qr:r/Q1, varying the run size from

2 to 100 individuals and the number of runs from one to eight. The experimental
results are very close to the predictions, except with very small population sizes,
where the GR model is inaccurate. In most cases, the ratio is less than one,
indicating that a single large run reaches a solution with better quality than
multiple small runs. The exceptions occur at very small population sizes, where
even random search performs better.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the quality of multiple runs vs. a single run for the order-3 trap.

We performed experiments to validate the results about random search. Fig-
ure 1b shows the ratio of the quality of the solutions found by the best of r
random trials and the solution obtained by a GA with a population size of r.
For each value of k from 3 to 8, the test functions were formed by concatenating
m = 25 order-k trap functions. The experiments show the same general tendency
as the predictions (figure 1a).

6 Multiple Short Runs

Until now we have examined the solution quality under the constant cost con-
straint and after the population converges to a unique solution. However, in
practice it is common to stop a GA run as soon as it finds a solution that meets
some quality criterion. The framework introduced in this paper could be applied
to this type of experiment, if we had a model that predicted the solution quality
as a function of time: Ps(n, t). In any generation (or any other suitable time
step), the expected solution quality in one run would be mPs(n, t), but again
we would be interested in the expected value of the best solution in the r runs,
which can be found by substituting the appropriate distribution in equation 3.

There are existing models of quality as a function of time, but they assume
that the population is sized such that the GA will reach the global solution and
that recombination of BBs is perfect [17]. If we adopt these assumptions, we could
use the existing models, but we would not be able to reduce the population size
to respect the constraint of fixed cost. Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen [17]
derived the following expression for the one-max function:

Ps(n, t) =
1
2

(
1 + sin(

I√
n

t)
)

, (9)
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Fig. 5. Ratio of the quality of multiple runs vs. a single run for the order-4 trap.
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Fig. 6. Ratio of the generations until convergence of multiple over single runs. The
total cost is not constant.

and Miller and Goldberg [19] used it successfully to predict the quality of de-
ceptive functions. If we abandon the cost constraint, we can show that the best
of multiple runs of the same size (that is at least large enough to reach the
global optimum) reaches the solution in fewer generations than a single run of
the same size. This argument has been used in the past to support the use of
multiple parallel runs [2].

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the number of generations until convergence (to
the global) of multiple runs over the number of generations of convergence of
a single run. The figure shows that the time decreases as more runs are used,
and the advantage is more pronounced for shorter problems. If each run was
executed concurrently on a different processor of a parallel machine, the elapsed
time to reach the solution would be reduced (assuming that the cost to determine
convergence by any run is negligible, which may not be the case). However, this
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scheme offers a relatively small advantage, and it is probably not the best use of
multiple processors since we can obtain almost linear speedups in other ways [20].

7 Summary and Conclusions

There are conflicting reports of the advantage of using one or multiple indepen-
dent runs. This problem has consequences on parallel GAs with isolated popu-
lations and also to determine when random search can outperform a GA. This
paper presented an analytical study that considered additively-separable func-
tions. Under a constraint of fixed cost and assuming no mutation, the analysis
showed that the expected quality of the solution reached by multiple indepen-
dent small runs is higher than the quality reached by a single large run only in
very limited conditions. In particular, multiple runs seem advantageous at very
small population sizes, which result in solutions of poor quality, and close to a
saturation point where the solution quality does not improve with increasingly
larger populations. In addition, the greatest advantage of multiple independent
runs is on short problems, and the advantage tends to decrease with higher BB
order. The results suggest that for difficult problems (long and with high-order
BBs), the best alternative is to use a single run with the largest population
possible. Small independent runs should be avoided.
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